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Abstract 

We carry out analysis and geometry on a marked configuration space n~ over a Riemannian 
manifold X with marks from a space M. We suppose that Mis a homogeneous space M of a Lie 
group G. As a transformation group !l on n~ we take the "lifting" ton~ of the action on Xx M of 
the semidirect product of the group Diff0 (X) of diffeomorphisms on X with compact support and 
the group ax of smooth currents, i.e., all C"' mappings of X into G which are equal to the identity 
element outside of a compact set. The marked Poisson measure ;r,, on n~ with Levy measure a 
on X x M is proven to be quasiinvariant under the action of !l. Then, we derive a geometry on 
n~ by a natural "lifting" of the corresponding geometry on Xx M. In particular, we construct a 
gradient ,;;1n and a divergence div0 . The associated volume elements, i.e., all probability measures 
µ on n~ with respect to which ,;;1n and div0 become dual operators on L2(n~; µ), are identified 
as the mixed marked Poisson measures with mean measure equal to a multiple of a. As a direct 
consequence of our results, we obtain marked Poisson space representations of the group !l and its 
Lie algebra a. We investigate also Dirichlet forms and Dirichlet operators connected with (mixed) 
marked Poisson measures. 
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0 Introduction 

In recent years, stochastic analysis and differential geometry on configuration spaces have 
been considerably developed in a series of papers [5-8], see also [37, 2, 3). It has been 
shown, in particular, that the geometry of the configuration space rx over a Rieman
nian manifold X can be constructed via a simple "lifting procedure" and is completely 
determined by the Riemannian structure of X. The mixed Poisson measures are then 
exhibited as the "volume elements" corresponding to the differential geometry introduced 
on r x. Intrinsic Dirichlet forms and operators, their canonical processes, as well as Gibbs 
measures on configuration spaces, their characterization by integration by parts, and the 
corresponding stochastic dynamics are among the problems which have been treated in 
the above framework. 

A starting point for this analysis, more exactly, for the definition of differentiation on 
the configuration space, was the representation of the group of diffeomorphisms Diffo(X) 
on X with compact support that was constructed by G. A. Goldin et al. [18] and A. M. Ver
shik et al. [42] (see also [34, 38, 20]). The construction of this representation used, in turn, 
the fact, following from the Skorokhod theorem, that the Poisson measure is quasiinvariant 
with respect to the group Diffo(X). 



On the other hand, starting with the same work [42], many researchers consider rep
resentations also on marked (in particular, compound) Poisson spaces. In statistical me
chanics of continuous systems, marked Poisson measures and their Gibbsian perturbations 
are used for the description of many concrete models, see e.g. [1 ). Hence, it is natural to 
ask about geometry and analysis on marked Poisson spaces. The first work in this direc
tion was the paper [26), in which, just as in the case of the usual Poisson measure, the 
action of the group Diff0(X) was used for the definition of the differentiation. However, 
this group proved to be too small for reconstructing mixed marked Poisson measures as 
"volume elements," which means that Diffo(X) is to be extended in a proper way, which 
we will describe in the present paper. 

Let us recall that the configuration space r x is defined as the space of all locally finite 
subsets (configurations) in X. Then, the marked configuration space niJ! over X with 
marks from, generally speaking, a manifold lvf is defined as 

niJf := { ('y,s) 1-Y E rx, s EM.,,}, 

where Af'Y stands for the set of all maps "Y 3 x >-+ s., EM. Let a be a Radon measure on 
Xx M such that 'ci(K x M) < oo for each compact KC X and a is nonatomic in X, i.e., 
'ci({x} x M) = 0 for each x EX. Then, one can define on niJ! a marked Poisson measure 
1r;; with Levy measure a. 

Of course, one could consider 1r;; as a usual Poisson measure on the configuration space 
fxxM over the Cartesian product of the underlying manifold X and the space of marks 
M, and study the properties of this measure using the results of [2-5). However, such 
an approach does not distinguish between the two different natures of X and M and the 
different roles that these play in physics. Thus, our aim is to introduce and study such 
transformations of the marked configuration space which do "feel" this difference and lead 
to an appropriate stochastic analysis and differential geometry. 

In our previous paper [24), we were concerned with the model case M = Il4, which 
corresponds, in fact, to the case of a compound Poisson measure. As has been promised 
in [24], we generalize in the present paper the results of [24) to the case where M is a 
homogeneous space of a Lie group a. This situation is natural from the physical point 
of view. For example, one can take X = IR3 and M to be the unit sphere S 2 in IR3, and 
consider any marked configuration ("Y, s) = {(x, s.,).,E.,,} E r!IJ! as a system of particles in 
IR3 situated at the points x of "Y and having spin s., at x E "Y· One has then to take a as 
the rotation group, see e.g. [13]. 

Let ax denote the group of smooth currents, i.e., all C00 mappings X 3 x >-+ 11(x) E a 
which are equal to the identity element of a outside of a compact set (depending on 
17). We define the group 2l as the semidirect product of the groups Diffo(X) and ax: 
for a1 = ('l/.>1,111) and a2 = ('l/.>2,112), where 'l/.>1,1/J2 E Diffo(X) and 1)1,1)2 E ax, the 
multiplication of a1 and a2 is given by 

a1a2 = (1/J101/J2,1)1(11201f;11)). 

The group 2l acts in Xx Mas follows: for any a= (1/J,1)) E 2l 

Xx M 3 (x,m) >-+ a(x,m) = (1j;(x),11('1/.>(x))m) EX x M, 
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where, for g E G and m EM, gm denotes the action of g on m. Since each w E n1;{ can be 
interpreted as a subset of Xx M, the action of 2l can be lifted to an action in n1;{. The 
marked Poisson measure 7r'if is proven to be quasiinvariant under it. Thus, we can easily 
construct, in particular, a representation of 2l in L2(nu). It should be stressed, however, 
that our representation of 2l is reducible, because so is the regular representation of QI in 
L2(u), see subsec. 3.5 in [24] for details. 

Having introduced the action of the group 2l on n1;{, we proceed to derive analysis and 
geometry on fl.1;{ in a way parallel to the works [7, 24], dealing with the usual configuration 
space rx and the marked configuration space n~+, respectively. In particular, we note 
that the Lie algebra a of the group QI is given by a= Vo(X) x C/j'(X; g), where Vo(X) is 
the algebra of C00 vector fields on X having compact support and C/j'(X; g) is the algebra 
of C00 compactly supported functions from X into the Lie algebra g of the group G. For 
each (v, u) Ea, we define the notion of a directional derivative of a function F: n1;{-+ IR 
along (v, u), which is denoted by v>Pu,u)F. We obtain an explicit form of this derivative 

on the special set :FCb°('.D,fl.1;{) of smooth cylinder functions on n1;{, which, in turn, 
motivates our definition of a tangent bundle T(fl.1;{) of n1;{, and of a gradient vnF. We 
note only that the tangent space T..,(fl.1;/) to the marked configuration space n1;{ at a point 
w = ('y,s) E fl.1;{ is given by 

T..,(fl.1;{) := L2(X-+ T(X) + g;-y), 

where + means direct sum. 
Next, we derive an integration by parts formula on fl.1;{, that is, we get an explicit 

formula for the dual operator divn of the gradient vn on n1;{. We prove that the prob
ability measures on n1;{ for which v'n and divn become dual operators (with respect to 
(·, ·)T(n~)) are exactly the mixed marked Poisson measures 

µx,u = ( nzu x(dz), fR+ 
where xis a probability measure on IR+ (with finite first moment) and 7rz'ii is the marked 
Poisson measure on n1;{ with Levy measure zu, z ~ 0. This means that the mixed marked 
Poisson measures are exactly the "volume elements" corresponding to our differential 
geometry on n1;{. 

Thus, having identified the right volume elements on fl.1;{, we introduce for each mea
sure µx,'ii the first order Sobolev space Ht·2 (f!1;/, µx,'ii) by closing the corresponding Dirich
let form 

F,G E :FCb°('.D,fl.1;{), 

on L2(fl.1;/,µx,'if). Just as in the analysis on the usual configuration space, this is the step 
where we really start doing real infinite dimensional analysis. The corresponding Dirichlet 
operator is denoted by Hfx_,,; it is a positive definite selfadjoint operator on L2(f!1;/, µx,'ii ). 

The heat semigroup ( exp(-tHfx,o')) t,::O generated by it is calculated explicitly. The results 
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on the ergodicity of this semigroup are absolutely analogous to the corresponding results 
of [7). Particularly, we have ergodicity if and only if µx,u = 11,-a for some z > 0, i.e., µx,u 
is a (pure) marked Poisson measure. 

We also clarify the relation between the intrinsic geometry on n;;f we have constructed 
with another kind of extrinsic geometry on n;;f which is based on fixing the marked 
Poisson measure 11-a and considering the unitary isomorphism between L2(nf;t,1r-a) and 
the corresponding Fock space 

00 

F(L2(X x M;i7)) = ffii2((X x Mt,n!i7®n), 
n=O 

where L2((X x M)n,n!i7®n) is the subspace of symmetric functions from 
L2((X x Mt,n!i7®"). Our main result here is to prove that Hf;_ is unitarily equiva
lent ( under the above isomorphism) to the second quantization ope"rator of the Dirichlet 
operator HJxM on the L2(X x M; i7) space. 

As a consequence of the results of this paper, we obtain a representation on the marked 
Poisson space L2(1r-a) not only of the group 21, but also of its Lie algebra 11. Let us remark 
that the groups of smooth ( as well as measurable and continuous) currents are classical 
objects in representation theory, see e.g. [4, 41, 11, 12, 43, 20) and references therein for 
different representations of these groups. On the other hand, different representations of 
the group 21 and its Lie algebra 11, in the special case G = g = IR, were constructed and 
studied by G. Goldin et al. [17, 19, 16) from the point of view of nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanics. 

Finally, we note that, in a way parallel to the work [8), the results of the present 
paper can be generalized to the interaction case where, instead of the Poisson measure 7ru, 
describing a system of free particles, one takes its Gibbsian perturbation-more exactly, 
a marked Gibbs measure on n:;t of Ruelle type (see [28, 29)). 

1 Marked Poisson measures 

I.I Marked configuration space 

Let X be a connected, oriented C00 non-compact Riemannian manifold. The configuration 
space r x over X is defined as the set of all locally finite subsets in X: 

rx := { "Y c XI#(, n K) < oo for each compact Kc X }, 

where #( ·) denotes the cardinality of a set. One can identify any "Y E r x with the positive 
integer-valued Radon measure 

Lex EM(X), 
xE; 

where E,,E0 c:,, := zero measure and M(X) denotes the set of all positive Radon measures 
on B(X). 
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Let also M be a connected oriented C00 (compact or non-compact) Riemannian man
ifold. The marked configuration space n1j over X with marks from M is defined as 

n1;! == { w = ( ,, s) I , E r x, sE M-, } , 

where M-, stands for the set of all maps,:) x ,-; m EM. Equivalently, we can define n1j 
as the collection of subsets in X x M having the following properties: 

n1;! = { w c x x M I a) \l(x, m), (x', m') E w: (x, m}-/- (x', m'} => x-/- x'} 
b)PrxwErx ' 

where Prx denotes the projection of the Cartesian product of X and M onto X. Again, 
each w E n1j can be identified with the measure 

L "(z,m) E M(X X M). 
(z,m)Ew 

It is worth noting that, for any bijection </>: Xx M -t Xx M, the image of the 
measure w(•) under the mapping</>, (</>'w)(·), coincides with (</>(w)}(·}, i.e., 

Ww)(·) = (</>(w))(·), 

where </>(w) = { cf,(x, m) J (x, m) E w} is the image of w as a subset of X x M. 
Let Bc(X) and Oc(X) denote the families of all Borel, resp. open subsets of X that have 

compact closure. Let also Bc(X x M) denote the family of all Borel subsets of Xx M 
whose projection on X belongs to Bc(X). 

Denote by Co,b(X x M) the set of real-valued bounded continuous functions f on 
X x M such that supp f E Bc(X x M). As usually, we set for any f E Co,b(X x M) and 
w E f!1j 

(J,w) = 1 J(x,m)w(dx,dm) = L J(x,m). 
XxM (z,m)Ew 

We note that, because of the definition of n1j, there are only a finite number of addends 
in the latter series. 

Now, we are going to discuss the measurable structure of the space n1j. We will use 
a "localized" description of the Borel er-algebra B(f!1;!) over n1j. 

For A E Oc(X), define 

nf := { w E n1;! I Prxw c A} 

and for n E Z+ = {O, 1, 2, ... } 

nf (n) := { w E nf I #(w) = n }. 

It is obvious that 
00 

nf = LJ n*1 (n). 
n=O 
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Let Am1t :=Ax M (i.e., Amk is the set of all "marked" elements of A) and let 

A::,k := { ((x1, m1), ... , (xn, mn)) E A::,k Ix; f. Xk if j f. k }. 

There is a bijection 

given by 

(1.1) 

where 6n is the permutation group over {l, ... , n}. On A::,k/6n one introduces the related 
metric 

where cl" is the metric on A::,k driven from the original metrics on X and M. Then, 
A::,k/6n becomes an open set in A::,k/6n and let B(A::,k/6n) be the trace a-algebra 
on A::,k/6n generated by B(A::,k/6n). Let then B(nf (n)) be the image a-algebra of 
B(A::,k/6n) under the bijection rtJ and let B(nf) be the a-algebra on nf generated by 
the usual topology of (disjoint) union of topological spaces. 

For any A E Oc(X), there is a natural restriction map PA: ni{ >-+ nf defined by 

0.i{ 3 wt-+ PA(w) :=wnAmk E O.f. 

The topology on ni{ is defined as the weakest topology making all the mappings PA 
continuous. The associated a-algebra is denoted by B(Oi{). 

For each BE Bc(X x M), we introduce a function Ns: ni{ • Z+ = {0, 1, 2, ... } such 
that 

Ns(w) := #(w n B), (1.2) 

Then, it is not hard to see that B(O.i{) is the smallest a-algebra on ni{ such that all the 
functions NB are measurable. 

1.2 Marked Poisson measure 

In order to construct a marked Poisson measure, we fix: 
(i) an intensity measure a on the underlying manifold X, which is supposed to be a 

nonatomic Radon one, 
(ii) a non-negative function 

X x B(M) 3 (x, ti) >-+ p(x, ti) E IR+ 

such that, for a-a.a. x EX, p(x, •) is a finite measure on M. 
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Now, we define a measure a on (Xx M, B(X x M}) as follows: 

'ii(A) = i p(x, dm} (f(dx}, A E B(X x M). (1.3} 

We will suppose that the measure a is infinite and for any A E Bc(X) 

(1.4) 

i.e., p(x, M) E Ltoc((f). 
Now, we wish to introduce a marked Poisson measure on nf (cf. e.g. (23, 22]}. To 

this end, we take first the measure a®n on (Xx M)n, and for any A E Oc(X), a®n can 
be considered as a finite measure on A;:.k. Since (f is nonatomic, we get 

a®n(A;:.k \ X;:.k) = 0 

and we can consider a®n as a measure on (A;:.k/6n, B(A;:.k/6n)) such that 

Denote by aA,n := a®n o (.C~"))-1 the image measure on nf (n) under the bijection 
(1.1). Then, we can define a measure,\~ on nf by 

where aA,o := e0 on nf (0) = {0}. The measure,\~ is finite and >-i(nf) = e"("m•l. 
Hence, the measure 

is a probability measure on B(O.f ). It is not hard to check the consistency property of the 
family {7ri I A E Oc(X)} and thus to obtain a unique probability measure 71".; on B(0.1) 
such that 

A E Oc(X}. 

This measure 71".; will be called a marked Poisson measure with Levy measure a. 
For any function <p E Co,b(X x M), it is easy to calculate the Laplace transform of the 

measure 71"if 

e,.~(cp):= f e<l",W)11"cr(dw}=exp( f (el"(:r,m)_l)a(dx,dm}). (1.5} lnr lxxM 
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Example 1.1 Let p(x, •) = em(·), where mis some fixed point of Mand x EX. Then, 
'if = a 0 em and 'lru = 1r" is just the Poisson measure on (r x, B(r x)) with intensity a. 

Example 1.2 Let p(x, •) = r(•), x EX, where r is a finite measure on (M, B(M)). Now, 
'if = a = a 0 r and 'lru coincides with the marked Poisson measure under consideration in 
(26] (in the case where M is a manifold). Notice that the choice of 'if = a as a product 
measure means a position-independent marking, while the choice of a general 'if of the 
form {1.3) leads to a position-depending marking. 

2 Transformations of the marked Poisson measure 

2.1 Group of transformations of the marked configuration space 

We are looking for a natural group Qt of transformations of n'j such that 

(i) 'lru is Q!-quasiinvariant; 

(ii) Qt is big enough to reconstruct 'lru by the Radon-Nikodym density dda•1r-a, where a 
'lrq 

runs through Qt. 

Let us recall that in the work (26] the group Diffo{X) was taken as Qt, just in the same 
way as in the case of the usual Poisson measure (7]. Here, Diffo{X) stands for the group of 
diffeomorphisrns of X with compact support, i.e., each 'If; E Diffo(X) is a diffeomorphism 
of X that is equal to the identity outside a compact set {depending on 'If;). The group 
Diffo{X) satisfies (i). However, unlike the case of the Poisson measure, the condition (ii) 
is not satisfied, because, for example, in the case where 'if= a®r, there is no information 

about the measure r that is contained in d'lf;d•1ru, see [26]. Therefore, just as in the case 
'lrq 

of (24], we need a proper extension of the group Diffo(X). 
In what follows, we will suppose that M is a homogeneous space of a Lie group G (see 

e.g. (10]). Let us recall that this means the existence of a C00 mapping 8: G x M • M 
satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) If e is the unity element of the group G, then 

8(e,m) = m for all m EM; 

(ii) If91,92 E G, then 

8(91, 1/(92, m)) = 8(9192, m) for all m EM; 

(iii) For arbitrary m1, m2 EM, there exists 9 E G such that 8(9, mi) = m2. 

For any 9 E G, we will denote by 89 : M • M the mapping given by 89 {m): = 8(9, m); 
then 89 defines a diffeomorphism of M. 
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Let us fix an arbitrary point mo EM and let H be the isotropy group of M: 

H := { g E GI 09 (mo) =mo}. 

Then, the homogeneous space M can always be identified with the factor space G / H 
(endowed with the unique corresponding C00 manifold structure), i.e., M = G/H. 

Let us consider the group of smooth currents, i.e., all C00 mappings X 3 x >--+ 71(x) E G, 
which are equal to e outside a compact set (depending on 71). A multiplication 711712 in 
this group is defined as the pointwise multiplication of the mappings 1/1 and 1/2· In the 
representation theory this group is denoted by Gx, or C0 (X; G). 

The group Diffo(X) acts in Gx by automorphisms: for each,/; E Diffo(X), 

Gx 3 1/ ~ 0:(,/;)11 := 1/ o ,/J-1 E Gx. 

Thus, we can endow the Cartesian product of Diffo(X) and Gx with the following multi
plication: for a1 = (,/;1,1/1), a2 = (,/;2,112) from Diffo(X) x Gx 

a1a2 = (,/;10,/)2,1/1(112 o,/)11)) 

and obtain a semidirect product 

Diff0 (X) x Gx =: 21 
"' 

of the groups Diffo(X) and QX. 
The group 21 acts in Xx Min the following way: for any a=(,/;, 11) E 21 

Xx M 3 (x, m) i-+ a(x, m) = (,J;(x), 0(17(,J;(x)), m)) EX x M. (2.1) 

If id denotes the identity diffeomorphism of X and e is the function identically equal to e 
on X, then we will just identify,/; with (,J;,e) and 1/ with (id, 17). The action (2.1) of an 
arbitrary a=(,/;, 71) can be represented as 

(x,m) >--+ a(x,m) = 17,J;(x,m), 

where 

,p(x, m) = (,p(x), m), 

17(x, m) = (x, 0(17(x), m)). 

For any a= (,/;, 11) E 21, denote Ka := K,t, U Kry, where K,t, and Kry are the minimal 
closed sets in X outside of which ,/; = id and 1/ = e, respectively. Evidently, [(0 E Bc(X), 

a(Ka)mk = (Ka)mk, 

and a is the identity transformation outside (Ka)mk• 
Now, let us recall some known facts concerning quasiinvariant measures on homoge

neous spaces (see e.g. [45, 44]). 
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Theorem 2.1 Suppose G is a Lie group and H its subgroup, and let dg, oa and dh, on 
be fixed Haar measures and modular functions on G and H, respectively. Then: 

(i) for every measure µ on G / H that is quasiinvariant with respect to the action of G on 
G / H, there exists a measurable positive function ~ on G verifying 

and 

on(h) 
~(gh) = oa(h) ~(g), g E G, h EH, 

r f(g)~(g) dg = r µ(dgH) r f(gh) dh, 
fa fain fn 

f E Co(G), 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where Co ( G) denotes the set of continuous functions on G with compact support; for 
each g E G the Radon-Nikodym density is given by 

pl;(gH) ·= dg* µ (gH) = ~(g-lg) 
g • dµ ~(g) ' gHEG/H; 

(ii) there exists a quasiinvariant measure .>. on G / H such that the function 

is differentiable on G x G/H. 

Remark 2.1 We recall that the modular function oa(·) of a Lie group G is defined from 
the equality r; dg = oa(g) dg, where dg is the Haar measure on G (i.e., a fixed left-invariant 
measure on G) and r9 denotes the right translation on G, i.e., g >-t r9g = gg. 

We fix the measure .X on M = G/H from Theorem 2.1, (ii). As easily seen from 
Theorem 2.1 (i), any quasiinvariant measure on Min equivalent to.>.. 

Remark 2.2 If H = {e}, i.e., M = G, then we can choose.>. to be the Haar measure 
dg on G. Moreover, if oa(h) = on(h) for all h E H (and only in this case) there exists 
a A being invariant with respect to the action of G on M. The latter condition holds 
automatically if G is unimodular, that is, oa(g) = 1 for all g E G. This, in turn, holds for 
all compact and simple Lie groups. 

In what follows, we will suppose that the measure u is equivalent to the Riemannian 
volume v on X: u(dx) = p(x) v(dx) with p > 0 v-a.s., and that for v-a.a. x E X p(x, •) is 
equivalent to the measure .>.: 

p(x, dm) = p(x, m) .X(dm) with p(x, m) > 0 .>.-a.a. m EM. 

Thus, the measure u can be written in the form 

u(dx, dm) = p(x)p(x, m) v(dx) .X(dm). 
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The condition o'(Amk) < oo, A E Bc(X), implies that the function 

q(x, m) := p(x}p(x, m) 

satisfies 

Noting that 

we easily deduce the following 

(2.4} 

Proposition 2.1 The measure a' is Qi-quasiinvariant and for any a = (1/J, 11) E Qt the 
Radon-Nikodym density is given by 

{ 

"( ) ·- d(a*o')( ) _ q(1p-1(x),8(11-1(x},m)) ·\ () }.!!() 
Pa x, m .- au x, m - q(x, m) p 1/ X 'm V X ' 

if_(x,m) E {O < q(x,m) < oo} n {O < q(1jJ- 1(x),8(11-1(x},m)) < oo}, 
p~(x,m) = 1, otherwise, 

where J:f is the Jacobian detenninant of 1jJ ( w.r.t. the Riemannian volume v). 

We give two examples of the above construction, which are important from the point 
of view of the marked configuration space analysis. We refer the reader to e.g. [44, 45] for 
further examples. 

Example 2.1 Let G = IR+ be the dilation group (e.g. [15]}, i.e., the multiplication in this 
group is given by the usual multiplication of numbers. As a homogeneous space M we 
take G itself, by identifying the action of the group with the multiplication in it. As a 
quasiinvariant measure >. on M we can take the restriction to IR+ of the Lebesgue measure 
on IR. 

The analysis and geometry on the marked configuration space o~+ were studied in our 
previous work (24]. Here we only mention that the choice M = IR+ leads (via a natural 
isomorphism) to the class of compound Poisson measures. In other words, each mark 
s., E IR+ corresponding to x E X describes the charge of the measure 

w = (,,s) = L s.,1::., E M(X) 
zEX 

at the point x (or, in the case where X = IR, the value of the jump of the process at x). 

Example 2.2 Let G = O(d + 1) be the (d + 1)-dimensional orthogonal group and let 
M = Sd be the d-dimensional unit sphere in ]R<l+l with the natural action of the group 
O(d + 1) on Sd, see e.g. [13, 44, 45]. As >. we take the surface measure on Sd, which is 
invariant w.r.t. the action of O(d + 1). From the point of view of statistical mechanics, a 
mark s., E Sd describes in this example the spin of the particle at the point x. 
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2.2 2!-quasiinvariance of the marked Poisson measure 

Any a E 21 defines by (2.1) a transformation of X x M, and, consequently, a has the 
following "lifting" from X x M to nijf: 

nijf 3 w ....+ a(w) = { a(x,m) I (x,m) E w} E nf. (2.5) 

(Note that, for a given w E nf, a(w) indeed belongs to nf and coincides with w for all 
but a finite number of points.) The mapping (2.5) is obviously measurable and we can 
define the image a*-ir-;; as usually. The following proposition is an analog of a corresponding 
fact about Poisson measures. 

Proposition 2.2 For any a E 21, we have 

Proof. The proof is the same as for the usual Poisson measure -iru with intensity <1 and 
1/J E Diffo(X) (e.g., [7]), one has just to calculate the Laplace transform of the measure 
a*-ir-;; for any f E Co,b(X x M) and to use the formula (1.5). • 
Proposition 2.3 The marked Poisson measure -ir-;; is quasiinvariant w.r.t. the group 21, 
and for any a E 21 we have 

d(a*-ir-;;) (w) = TI -;;( ) 
d-ir- Pa x,m. 

u (x,m)Ew 

(2.6) 

Proof The result follows from Skorokhod theorem on absolute continuity of Poisson 
measures (see, e.g., [39, 40]). • 

Remark 2.3 Notice that only a finite (depending on w) number offactors in the product 
on the right hand side of (2.6) are not equal to one. 

3 The differential geometry of marked configuration spaces 

3.1 The tangent bundle of nijf 
Let us denote by Vo(X) the set of C00 vector fields on X (i.e., smooth sections of T(X)) 
that have compact support. Let g denote the Lie algebra of G and let C8°(X; g) stand for 
the set of all C00 mappings of X into g that have compact support. Then 

a:= Vo(X) x C8°(X;g) 

can be thought of as a Lie algebra corresponding to the Lie group 2!. More precisely, for 
any fixed v E Vo(X) and for any x EX, the curve 

lR. 3 t t-+ 1/Jf(x) EX 
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is defined as the solution of the following Cauchy problem 

{ 
~,g(x) = v('l/!;(x)), 

1/!0(x) = x. 
(3.1) 

Then, the mappings { 1/Jf, t E IR.} form a one-parameter subgroup of diffeomorphisms in 
Diffo(X) (see, e.g., [10]): 

l)v't E IR 'I/Jr E Diffo(X), 

2)v't1, t2 E JR l/Jf1 ° 1/!;2 = l/Jr1 +t2 • 

Next, for each function u E Co'(X; g), x E X, and t E lR, we set 1/r(x) := exp(tu(x)), 
where g 3 Y >-+ exp YE a is the exponential mapping (see, e.g., (45]). Hence, for a fixed 
x EX, {flr(x), t E IR.} is a one-parameter subgroup of a and 

1/o(x) = e, 

~ 11r(x)lt=D = u(x). 
(3.2) 

Let us recall a fundamental theorem in the theory of Lie groups. 

Theorem 3.1 There exists a neighborhood U of the zero in g and a neighborhood O of 
the unit element e in a such that exp: U -t O is an analytic dijfeomorphism. 

i,From this theorem, we conclude that, for each fixed u E Co'(X; g), there exists c > 0 
such that for any t E (-c,e) the mapping X 3 x >-+ T/r(x) Ea belongs to ax, which 
yields, in turn, that f/r E ax for all t E IR, and moreover 11r is a one-parameter subgroup 
ofax. 

Thus, for an arbitrary (v,u) Ea, we can consider the curve {(l/Jf,1/rl, t E JR} in 21. 
Hence, to any w E fl/;! there corresponds the following curve in nf: 

JR 3 t 1-t (1/J;,17r)w E nf. 
Define now for a function F: n'.l{-+ IR the directional derivative of F along (v,u) as 

provided the right hand side exists. We will also denote by v'~ and v'~ the directional 
derivatives along (v, 0) and (0, u), respectively. 

Absolutely analogously, one defines for a function cp: Xx M -t IR. the directional 
derivative of cp along (v, u): 

(3.3) 
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Then, for a continuously differentiable function tp, we have from (2.1), (3.1), (3.2), and 
(3.3) 

(v'~:f ip)(x,m) = ¾tp((,j,1(x),0(11f(,j,r(x)),m)l 1=0 

= ¾tp(,J,Hx),m)lt=O + ¾tp(x,0(7Jf(x),m))l 1=0 

+ ¾tp(x, 0(11g(,t,;'(x)), m))lt=O 

= (v'xip(x,m),v(x))T.(X) + (v'Gip(x,0(e,m)),u(x))g 

= (v'XxM tp(x, m), (v(x), u(x)))T(•.m)(XxM)· (3.4) 

Here, T(z,m)(X x M) := T,.(X) + g and vxxM := (v'x, VM), where v'x denotes the 
gradient on X and 

f?M J(m) = vG j(e, m), 

j(g,m) := J(0(g,m)), g E G, m EM, 

v 0 being the gradient on G. 

Remark 3.1 Notice that upon (3.5) we have, for a fixed u E g, 

(VM J(m), u)9 = (VG J(0(e, m)), u)g 

= ftJ(0(et",m))Jt=O 

= (v'M J(m), (Ru)(m))Tm(M), 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where v'M denotes the usual gradient on M, and the vector field Ru on Mis given by 

(3.7) 

Let us introduce a special class of "nice functions" on nw. Denote by '.D the set of 
all C00-functions tp on Xx M such that the support of tp is in 80 (X x M), and tp and 
all its vxxM derivatives are bounded. Next, let Cb(JRN) stand for the space of all C00-

functions on JRN which together with all their derivatives are bounded. Then, we can 
introduce :FCb('.D, nW) as the set of all functions F: nw ....+ JR of the form 

F(w) = 9F( ('Pl ,w), ... , ('PN ,w) ), wEfl.W, (3.8) 

where 'PI, ... ,'PN E '.D and 9F E Cb(IRN) (compare with [7]). :FCb('.D, nr) will be called 
the set of smooth cylinder functions on fl.~. 

For any FE :FCb('.D,f!f) of the form (3.8) and a given (v,u) Ea, we have, just as 
in [7), 

F((,Pi', l)r)w) = 9F( ('P1, (,Pi', 7Jf )w), ... , ('PN, (-iPi', 7Jf )w)) 
= 9F( ('P1 o (,PL 1)r),w), ... , ('PN o (,Pi', 7)f), w) ), 
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and therefore 
N 

(v'f.,uiF)(w) = L irF ( (cp1, w), ... , (cpN, w)) (v'i:r 'Pj, w). (3.9) 
j=l J 

In particular, we conclude from (3.9) that 

v'f.,u) = v'~ + v'~. (3.10) 

The expression of v'f.,a) on smooth cylinder functions motivates the following defini
tion. 

Definition 3.1 The tangent space T.,(nif) to the marked configuration space nif at a 
point w = (-y, s) E nf;/ is defined as the Hilbert space 

T.,(nf;/) : = £ 2(X • T(X) + g;-y) 
= L2(X • T(X);-y) tll £2(X • g;-y) 

= EB [T,,(X) $ g] 

with scalar product 

(VJ, V.;)Tw(nf) = l ((VJ(x)r,(X), V.;(x)r,(X))T,(X) + (VJ(x)0 , V.;(x)0 ) 0 )-y(dx) 

= L ((VJ(x)r.(X), V.;(x)r.(x))T,(X) + (VJ(x)0, V.;(x)0)0), (3.11) 

where VJ, V.; E T.,(n¥) and V.,(x)r.(X) and V.,(x)0 denote the projection of 
V.,(x) E T,,(X)+g onto T.,(X) and g, respectively. (Notice that the tangent space T.,(n¥) 
depends only on the -y coordinate of w.) The corresponding tangent bundle is 

T(nif) = U T.,(n¥). 
wEf!~ 

As usually in Riemannian geometry, having directional derivatives and a Hilbert space 
as a tangent space, we can introduce a gradient. 

Definition 3.2 We define the intrinsic gradient v'n of a function F: nf;/ • JR as the 
mapping 

n¥ ::1 w i-+ (v'n F)(w) E T.,(nif) 
such that, for any (v,u) Ea, 

(v'f.,uiF)(w) = ((v'n F)(w), (v, u))rw(n¥)' 

By (3.9) and (3.4) we have, for an arbitrary FE FCb°('.O, n¥) of the form (3.8) and 
each w = (-y,s) E f!f, 

N 

(v'nF)(w;x) = L ~~~ ((cp1,w), ... , (cpN,w))v'XxMcp1(x,s.,), x E -y. (3.12) 
j=l J 
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3.2 Integration by parts and divergence on the marked Poisson space 

Let the marked configuration space nlj be equipped with the marked Poisson measure 
'lru• We strengthen the condition {2.4) by demanding that 

{3.13) 

Here, HJ·2 (X x M) denotes the local Sobolev space of order 1 constructed with respect 
to the gradient vxxM in the space L?0 c(X; 11) 0 L2(M; >-), i.e., HJ•2 (X x M) consists of 
functions f defined on X x M such that, for any set A E Bc{X x M), the restriction of 
f to A coincides with the restriction to A of some function <p from the Sobolev space 
H1•2 (X x M) constructed as the closure of'.l) with respect to the norm 

ll'Plli,2 := r (1vx,p{x,m)l}.(X) + IVM<p{x,m)I~ + J,p(x,s)l2)11(dx).\{dm). 
fxxM 

Additionally, we will suppose that, for each A E Bc{X), 

JV0p"•(e, ·)Jg E L1(Amk, a), 

where, as before, 
dg*.\ 

p"·(g,m) = d,\ {m). 

The set :FC{;" ('.JJ,D.lj) is a dense subset in the space 

L2(D.lj, B(D.fj), 1r:u) =: L2 (1r:u). 

(3.14) 

For any (v,u) E a, we have a differential operator in L2(1r:u) on the domain 
:FC{;"('.JJ, n~) given by 

:FC{;"('.JJ, D.lj) 3 Ft-+ Vfv,uJF E L2 (1r:u), 

Our aim now is to compute the adjoint operator Vfv~u) in L2 (1r:u). This corresponds, of 
course, to the deriving of an integration by parts formula with respect to the measure 1r:u· 

But first we present the corresponding formula on Xx M. 

Definition 3.3 For any (v, u) E a, the logarithmic derivative of the measure a along 
(v,u) is defined as the following function on Xx M: 

/3r.,u) := /3! + K, 
with 

;;( ) (v'Xq{x,m) ( )) . x ( ) f3v x, m = ( ) , v x + div v x , 
q x,m T.(X) 

divx = div~ being the divergence on X w.r.t. 11, and 

-M 
u (v' q(x,m) ) G ~ f3u(x,m) = ( ) ,u(x) + (v' p (e,m),-u{x)) 0 • 

q x,m 0 
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Upon (3.13), we conclude that, for each (v, u) Ea, the function v'(x)\f log q is quadrat
ically integrable with respect to the measure a, and therefore, si;;ce the support of 
v7fxf1logq belongs to Bc(X x M), this function is from L1(X x M,a). Thus, in virtue 

of ;he condition (3.14), we get the inclusion /3[.,u) E L1(X x M, a). 
By using standard arguments, one shows the following 

Lemma 3,1 (Integration by parts formula on Xx M) For all cp1, cp2 E '.D, we have 

{ (v'fxff cpi)(x, m)cp2(x, m) a(dx, dm) = 
lxxM v,u 

= - { 'Pl (x, m)(v't,:r cp2)(x, m) a(dx, dm) 
lxxM 

-lxM cp1(x,s)cp2(x,s)/1fv,u)(x,m)a(dx,dm). 

Remark 3.2 The function (v'Gp>-(e, m), -u(x))9 , which appears in the definition of /3! 
is, for each fixed x EX, the divergence on M with respect to the measure>. of the vector 
field Ru(x) on M defined by (3.7), see Remark 3.1. Indeed, for any u E g and for an 
arbitrary/ from C0 (M)-the space of all C 00 functions on M with compact support, we 
have 

L v~ /(m) >.(dm) = L (v'M /(m), (Ru)(m))rm(M) >.(dm) 

= L ftJ(B(exp(tu),m))lt=O >.(dm) 

= r /(m) _dd p'\exp(tu), m)lt=O >.(dm) }M t 

= L J(m)(v7°p>-(e, m), u)9 >.(dm). 

Definition 3.4 For any (v, u) E a, the logarithmic derivative of the marked Poisson 
measure 1r; along (v, u) is defined as the following function on Of: 

(3.15) 

A motivation for this definition is given by the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.2 (Integration by parts formula) For all F1, F2 E :FCf ('.D, n1} and 
each (v, u) Ea, we have 
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or 

v'f.~u) = -v'f.,u) - sz:.u)(w) (3.17) 

as an operator equality on the domain .rcr(1>,!1if) in L2(1ru). 

Proof. Because of (3.10), the formula (3.17) will be proved if we prove it first for the 
operator v'~, i.e., when u(x) = 0, and then for the operator V~, i.e., when v(x) = 0 E 
T,,(X) for all x EX. We present below only the proof for v'~, since the proof for v'~ is 
basically the same as that of the integration by parts formula in case of Poisson measures 
[7]. 

By Proposition 2.2, we have for all u E C/j'(X; g) 

f F1(11r(w))F2(w)1ru(dw) = f F1(w)F2(11~1(w))1r11••u(dw). ¼ ¼ ' 
Differentiating this equation with respect to t, interchanging d/ dt with the integrals and 
setting t = 0, the l.h.s. becomes the 1.h.s. of (3.16). To see that the r.h.s. then also 
coincides with the r.h.s. of (3.16), we note that 

and by Proposition 2.3 

ft[d:!/(w)]lt=o= L ftP~r(x,m),_ 
(z,m)Ew t-0 

= -(,B~,w) = -si•(w). • 
Definition 3.5 For a vector field 

V: nif :) w ,_, V.., E T..,(nif), 

the divergence div~, V is defined via the duality relation 

f (V..,, v'n F(w))T. (nM)1r;;(dw) = - f F(w)(div~- V)(w) 1ru(dw) lnr w X lnr V 

for all FE .rcr (1>,!1if), provided it exists (i.e., provided 

is continuous on L2(1r;;)). 

A class of smooth vector fields on nif for which the divergence can be computed in 
an explicit form is described in the following proposition. 
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Proposition 3.1 For any vector field 

N 

Vw(x) = L Fj(w)(vj(x), Uj(x)), wEfl¥, xEX, 
j=l 

with Fj E FC~('.D,fl¥), (vj,Uj) Ea, j = l, ... ,N, we have 

N N 

(div~. V)(w) = L (v'fv;,u;)Fi)(w) + LB(~,u;)(w)Fj(w) 
j=l j=I 

N N 

'°'n '°'" = L...J(v' Fj(w),(vj,Uj))Tw(nr) + LJ(/3(v;,u;)'w)Fj(w). 
J=l J=l 

Proof. Due to the linearity of vn, it is sufficient to consider the case N = 1, i.e., Vw(x) = 
F1(w)(v(x),u(x)). By Theorem 3.2, we have for all F2 E FC~('JJ,fl1) 

-l)Vw, vnF2(w))Tw(nrJ11'"(dw) = - lM F1(w)v'fv,u)F2(w)1r;;(dw) 
X X 

= { (v'fvu)Fi)(w)F2(w)1r.,(dw) + { Fi(w)F2(w)Bc•u)(w)1r.,(dw), 
ln11 ' lnr v, 

which yields 

(div~. V)(w) = v'fv,u)F1(w) + B(:,u)(w)F1(w) 
n -= (v' F1(w),(v,u))Tw(nr) + (/3(v,u),w)F1(w). • 

Remark 3.3 Extending the definition of Bw• in (3.15) to the class of vector fields V = 
Ef=l F; 0 (vj, Uj) by 

N N 

B~•(w) := L(.Br,,;,u;)•w)Fj(w) + L (vfv;,u;)F;)(w), 
i=l j=l 

we obtain that 

In particular, if (v,u) Ea, it follows, for the "constant" vector field Vw = (v,u) on flf, 
that 

div~.(v,u)(w) = (div§xM(v,u),w), 

where div§xM (v, u) = /3[.,u) is the divergence on Xx M of (v, u) w.r.t. a: 

{ (v'XxM ,p(x, m), (v(x), u(x)))~<• m)(XxM) a(dx, dm) 
lxxM · 

= - { ,p(x,m)( div§xM(v,u))(x,m)a(dx,dm), 
lxxM 

'PE 'JJ. 
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3.3 Integration by parts characterization 

In the works [7, 8] it was shown that the mixed Poisson measures are exactly the "volume 
elements" corresponding to the differential geometry on the configuration space rx. Now, 
we wish to prove that an analogous statement holds true in our case of nlj for mbced 
marked Poisson measures. 

We start with a lemma that describes a as the unique (up to a constant) measure on 
X x M with respect to which the divergence div:xM is the dual operator of the gradient 
'ilXxM, 

Lemma 3.2 Let the conditions (3.13) and (3.14) hold. Then, for every A E Oc(X) the 
measures za, z > 0, are the only positive Radon measures { on Amk such that div:xM 
is the dual operator on L2(Amk; {) of vx xM when considered with the domains V0(A) x 
C5"'(A;g), resp. Cllb(Amk) (i.e., the set of all (v,u) Ea, resp. <p E '.!J with support in A, 
resp. Amk). ' 

Proof. In virtue of the conditions (3.13) and (3.14), the lemma is obtained in complete 
analogy with Remark 4.1 (iii) in [8]. Indeed, let q1(x, m) and q2(x, m) be two densities 
w.r.t. 11 ©>.for which the logarithmic derivatives coincide. Then, we get 

V;logq1(x,m) = V;logq2(x,m), 

V~Jogq1(x,m) = V~logq2(x,m), 

which yields respectively 

q1(x,m) = q2(x,m)c(m), 

v E Vo(X), 

u E C0 (A; g), 11@>.-a.s., 

q1(x,m) = q2(x,m)c(x) 110>.-a.s. 

Therefore, Q1 (x, m) = const q2(x, m) 11 © >.-a.s. • 
Let x be a probability measure on (IR+,B(IR+)). Then, we define a mixed marked 

Poisson measure as follows: 

µx,q = { 1r,u x(dz). JR+ (3.18} 

Here, 'lrQ'q denotes the Dirac measure on n1;/ with mass in w = {0}. Let M1(fllj), 
IE [1,oo), denote the set of all probability measures on {f!1J/,B(f!lj)) such that 

{ l(J,w)I' µ(dw) < 00 for all f E Co,b(X X M), f ~ o. 
ln1;1 

Clearly, µx,q E M1{fl1;/) if and only if 

{ z1 x(dz) < oo. 
JR+ 
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We define (IbP)" to be the set of all µ E M 1 (ngf) with the property that w >-+ (P&,,u), w) 
is µ-integrable for all (v, u) E a and which satisfy (3.16) with µ replacing rr-;; for all 
F1,F2 E FC{;"('.D,nf), (v,a) E g. We note that (3.16) makessenseonlyforsuchmeasures 

and that B"[;.u) depends only on a not on rr-;;. Obviously, since v'~.:f obeys the product 

rule for all (v, u) Ea, we can always take F2 = 1. Furthermore, (IbP)" is convex. 

Theorem 3.3 Let the condition (3.13) and (3.14) be satisfied. Then, the following con
ditions are equivalent: 
(i) µ E (IbP)"; 
(ii)µ=µ,,,-;; for some probability measure x on (IR+, B(IR+)) satisfying (3.19) with l = 1. 

Proof. The part (ii)*(i) is trivial. The proof of (i)*(ii) goes along absolutely analogously 
to that in the particular case where G = M = IR+, see [24]. • 

As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3, we obtain 

Corollary 3.1 The extreme points of (IbP)" are exactly 'Trz"if, z :::: 0. 

3.4 A lifting of the geometry 

Just as in the case of the geometry on the configuration space, we can present an inter
pretation of the formulas obtained in subsections 3.1-3.3 via a simple "lifting rule." 

Suppose that f E Co,b(X x M), or more generally f is an arbitrary measurable func
tion on X x M for which there exists ( depending on f) A E Bc(X) such that supp f C Amk• 
Then, f generates a (cylinder) function on nf by the formula 

L1(w) := (f,w), 

We will call L f the lifting of f. 
As before, any vector field (v, u) Ea, 

w E nf. 

(v, u): X 3 x >-+ (v(x), u(x)) E T(x,m)(X X M) = T.,(X) + g, 

can be considered as a vector field on nf (the lifting of (v, u)), which we denote by L(v,u)' 

L(v.u): nf 3 w = h, s} t-+ {x >-+ (v(x), u(x))} E Tw(ng{) = L 2(X-+ T(X) + g; 7). 

For (v1, u1), (v2, u2) Ea, the formula (3.11) can be written as follows: 

i.e., the scalar product of lifted vector fields is computed as the lifting of the scalar product 

This rule can be used as a definition of the tangent space T.., (nf). 
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The formula (3.9) has now the following interpretation: 

(v'f. u)L'P)(w) = LvxxM,.(w), 
1 (v,u) T 

cpE'.D, wen:ef, (3.20) 

and the "lifting rule" for the gradient is given by 

(v'0L,p){'-t,s): 1 3 x t-+ v'XxMcp(x,s.,). (3.21) 

As follows from (3.15), the logarithmic derivative B(:,u): nf • JR is obtained via the 

lifting procedure of the corresponding logarithmic derivative .Bf.,u): X x M • IR, namely, 

B("; u)(w) = Lp• (w), 
• (v,u) 

or equivalently, one has for the divergence of a lifted vector field: 

div~. L(v,a) = Ldiv:"" (v, a). (3.22) 

We underline that by (3.20) and (3.21) one recovers the action of v'f.,a) and v'n on all 

functions from :FC{:' ('.D, nf) algebraically from requiring the product or the chain rule 
to hold. Also, the action of div~. on more general cylindrical vector fields follows as in 
Remark 3.3 if one assumes the usual product rule for div"~ to hold. 

4 Representations of the Lie algebra a of the group 2i 

Using the !2l-quasiinvariance of iru, we can define the unitary representation of the group 
!2l = Diff0(X) x ax in the space L2(iru). Namely, for a E !2l, we define the unitary operator 

Q 

da-hiru 
(V,,5 (a)F)(w) := F(a(w)) d1ru (w), 

Then, we have 

As has been noted in Introduction, this representation is reducible, cf. [24] 
As in subsec. 3.1, to any vector field v E Vo(X) there corresponds a one-parameter 

subgroup of diffeomorphisms ,pf, t E JR. It generates a one-parameter unitary group 

v,,.(,pn := exp[itJ,,.(v)], t E IR, 

where J,,. ( v) denotes the selfadjoint generator of this group. Analogously, to a subgroup 
17)', u E C0 (X;g), there corresponds a one-parameter unitary group 

V.-r.(1Jr) := exp[itl,.,(u)] 

with a generator l,.5 (u). 
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Proposition 4.1 For any v E Vo(X) and u E Co'(X;g), the following operator equalities 
on the domain :FC{;°('D, n¥) hold: 

J",(v) =iv'~+ ~B;•, 
I ( ) - ~ v'n ..!:_ B"• n;;:U-i u+2i u· 

Proof. These equalities follow immediately from the definition of the directional derivatives 
v'~ and v'~, Theorem 3.2, and the form of the operators V1r.(..Pn and V:-..(0f). • 

For any (v, u) Ea, define an operator 

'R.,,..(v,u) := J,,.,(v) +I1r;;(u). 

By Proposition 4.1, 

( 1 n 1 ,r-
'R.,,.. v,u) = iv'(v,u) + 2iB(:,u)' 

We wish to derive now a commutation relation between these operators. 

Lemma 4.1 The Lie-bracket [(v1, u1), (v2, u2)] of the vector fields (vi, u1), (v2, u2) E a, 
i.e., a vector field from a such that 

v'XxM = v'XxM v'XxM _ v'XxM v'XxM on'!) 
((v1,u1),(v2,u2)) (v1,u,) {v2,u2) (v2,u2) (v1,u,) ' 

is given by 

[(v1,u1), (v2,u2)] = ([v1,v2], v':,u2 - v';,u1 + [u1,u2]), 

where [ v1, v2] is the Lie-bracket of the vector fields vi, v2 on X, 

[u1,u2](x) = [u1(x),u2(x)] 

(the latter being the Lie-bracket on g of u1(x), u2(x) E g), and v'Ju is the derivative in 
direction v of a g-valued function u on X. 

Proof First, we have on 'D: 

v':, v';, - v';, v':, = v'~1,v2)• 

Next, using (3.5), 

V~ f(x, m) = (v'G i(x,e, m), u(x))g, 

and so 

cv:;;v~ -v~vt;)f(x, m) 

vi, v2 E Vo(X). 

j(x,g,m) := f(x,0(g,m)), 

= (v'G j(x, e, m), [u1 (x), u2(x)])9 
-M = v'(u,,u,Jf(x, m), 
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Finally, 

('\l;V~ -V~V;)J(x,m) 

= (Vx (VG ](x, e, m), u(x)) 9 , v(x)h.(X) 

- (VG(vx ](x,e,m),v(x))r.(X),u(x))9 

= (VXVG ](x, e, m), v(x) 0 u(x))r.(X)®g + (VG f(x, e,m), v;u(x)) 9 

- (VGvx ](x,e,m),u(x) ®v(x))g®T.(X) 
G • X ~M = (V f(x, e, m), V v u(x))9 = V v*uf(x, m), 

v E Vo(X), u E Co'°(X; g). (4.3) 

The equalities (4.1)-(4.3) yield the lemma. • 
Proposition 4.2 For arbitrary (v1,u1), (v2,u2) Ea, the following operator equality holds 
on :Fq0 ('.Il,n~): 

In particular, 

(J,,.,(vi),J,,0 (v2)] = -iJ,,0 ([v1,v2]), 

[J,,.(u1),l,,0 (u2)] = -J,,0 ([u1, u2]), 

[J,,.,(v),I,,0 (u)] = -iJ,,0 (V;u), 

v1,v2 E Vo(X), 

u1,u2 E Co'°(X;g), 

v E Vo(X), u E Co'°(X; g). 

Proof. First we note that Lemma 4.1 and (3.9) immediately imply 

vf.,,u,)vr..,u,) -vr. •. u,)vr.,,u,) = vuv,,u,),(v,,u2)] on .rcr('.IJ,n~)

Therefore, by using the chain rule, we conclude that the lemma will be proved if we show 
that 

1Tir•a.e. 

But upon the representation 

B(;,u)(w) = (V;logq+ V~logq+divx v + (VGi'(e,m),-u(x))9,w) 

and Remark 3.2, we easily derive (4.4) again from Lemma 4.1. • 

(4.4) 

Thus, the operators n,,.,(v,u), (v,u) Ea, give a marked Poisson space representation 
of the Lie algebra a of the group 2l. 
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5 Intrinsic Dirichlet forms on marked Poisson spaces 

5.1 Definition of the intrinsic Dirichlet form 

iFrom now on, the underlying space of "nice functions" on X x M will be instead of 'l} 
the space '.iJo := C0 (X x M) consisting of all C00 functions with compact support in 
X x M. Evidently, '.Do is a subset of '.iJ and in the case where M is itself compact '.iJo = 
'l}. Absolutely analogously to :FCh('.iJ,fl:{) one constructs the set :FCb('.iJo,fl:{)(c 
:FCb('.iJ,fl:{)), which is dense in L2 (1ru)- By :FP('.iJo,fl:{) we denote the set of all cylin
der functions of the form (3.8) in which the functions 'Pl, ... , 'PN belong to '.iJo and the 
generating function 9F is a polynomial on JRN, i.e., 9F E P(JRN). Finally, in the same way 
we introduce :FC;'(1J0, fl:{) where 9F E C;'(IRN) (:=the set of all C 00-functions f on IRN 
such that / and its partial derivatives of any order are polynomially bounded). 

We have obviously 

:FCb('.iJo, flf) c :FC;'('.iJo, fl:{), 

:FP('.iJo, fl:{) c :FC;'('.iJo, flf), 

and these are algebras with respect to the usual operations. The existence of the Laplace 
transform e1r.U) for each / E Co(X x M) implies, in particular, that :FC;'('.iJo, flf) c 
L2(1ru)-

Definition 5.1 For Fi, F2 E :FC;'('.Do, flf), we introduce a pre-Dirichlet form as 

e;2_(F1,F2) = { (v'nF1(w), v'°F2(w))r, (n") 1ru(dw). • lnr w X 
(5.1) 

Note that, for all F E :FC;' ('.Do, fl:{), the formula (3.12) is still valid and therefore, 
for F1 = 9F, ( ('P1, ·), ... , ('PN, ·)) and F2 = 9F2 ((6, ·), ... , (~K, ·)) from :FCf ('Do, fl:{), we 
have 

(v'n F1 (w), v7n F2(w))Tw(nf) = 
N K 

= LL 8::' (('P1,w), .. •, ('PN,w)) 8J~• ((6,w), ... , (~K,w)) x 
j=l k=l J 

x l (v'XxM ,Pj(X, s,,), y7XxM ~k(X, s,,))Tc,,,,)(XxM) 7(dx) 

N K 

= LL 8::'((,p1,w), ... ,(,pN,W))8:::c(6,w), ... ,(fa,w)) X 

j=l k=l J 

X ((v'XxM 'Pj, y7XxM ~k)T(XxM), w). 

Since for ,p, ~ E '.Do, the function 

(v'XxM ,p(x, m), y7XxM ~(x, m))T(,,m)(XxM) = 
= (v'x ,p(x, m), ,;;;;,X ~(x, m))T.(X) + (f::JM ,p(x, m), f::JM ~(x, m)) 9 
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belongs to '.Do, we conclude that 

('v°F1(·), 'v0 (-)F2(·)}r(nr) E L1(ir;;:), 

and so ( 5 .1) is well defined. 
We will call ef;_ the intrinsic pre-Dirichlet form corresponding to the marked Poisson 

measure ir;;: on nef. In the next subsection we will prove the closability of e;/.,. 

5.2 Intrinsic Dirichlet operators 

We start with introducing the pre-Diricltlet operator corresponding to the measure a on 
Xx Mand to the gradient vxxM, 

efxM (cp, () := lxM ('vXxM cp(x, m), vXxM ((x, m})T(,,m)(XxM) a(dx, dm), (5.3) 

where cp, ( E '.Do, This form is associated with the Diriclilet operator 

Hf xM := Hf+ Ht1 

on '.Do which satisfies 

efxM(cp,() = (HfxMcp,()L2(o'), 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Here, Hf and Ht1 are the Dirichlet operators of vx and vM, respectively. Evidently, 

Hfcp(x,m) = -Axcp(x,m)-('vxlogq(x,m), Vxcp(x,m)}T.(X), (5.6) 

where Ax denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator corresponding to 'vx. 
Let us calculate the operator Ht1. Suppose f E '.Do and WE Co(X x M;g). Analo

gously to Remark 3.1, we conclude 

(VM f(x, m), W(x, m})9 = (v'M /(x,m), (RW)(x, m))Tm(M), (5.7) 

where RWE C0 (X x M;TM) is given by 

d 
X x M 3 (x, m) >-+ (RW)(x, m) := dt0(exp(tW(x, m}}, m}lt=O E TmM. (5.8} 

Therefore, using the integration by parts formula on M for a vector field with a compact 
support, we get 

f (VM f(x, m), W(x, m)) 9 a(dx, dm) 
fxxM 

= - f f(x, m) [ divM (RW)(x, m) 
fxxM 

+ (v'M log q(x, m), (RW)(x, m))Tm(M)] a(dx, dm) 

= - f f(x,m)[ divM(RW)(x,m) + (VMlogq(x,m), W(x,m))9] a(dx,dm), 
fxxM 
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where divM is the divergence on M with respect to the usual gradient 'ilM and the measure 
>.. Thus, the divergence cfu.lf on Xx M w.r.t. the gradient fJM and the measure 'ii is 
given by 

cfu.lf W(x, m) = divM (RW)(x, m) + (VM logq(x, m), W(x, m))0 • 

In particular, the divergence cfu,M w.r.t. the measure v(dx) >.(dm) equals 

cfu,MW(x, m) = divM (RW)(x, m). (5.9) 

It is easy to see that, for f E '.Do, W = fJM f E Co'(X x M; g), and so we have finally 

H/f f = cfu,MVM f = _JiM f - (VM logq, vM /)g, f E '.Do, (5.10) 

where 

JiM f = cfu,Mi;JM f := divM (R(flM f)). (5.11) 

The closure of the form e{xM on 

L2(X x M; 'ii) =: L2 (u) 

is denoted by ( e{ x M, D ( e{ x M)). This form generates a positive selfadjoint operator in 
L2(u) (the so-called Friedrichs extension of H{xM, see e.g. [9]). For this extension we 
preserve the notation H{xM and denote the domain by D(H{xM). 

Let us introduce a differential operator H~. on the domain :FC;=:'('.Do, n:t) which is 
given on any FE :FCf ('.Do,n:t) of the form (3.8) by the formula 

(H~_F)(w) : = - t /2
: ((rp1,w), · · ·, ('Pn,w))(('iJXxM 'Pi, 'iJXxM\Ok)T(XxM),w) 

(f i1k=l r; rk 

N 8F XxM + L cJr. ((\01,w), ... , (\On,w))(H;; \O;,w). (5.12) 
;~1 ' 

Since 

('iJXxM logq, 'iJXxM\Oj)T(XxM) E £2(u) n Ll(u) 

(see condition (3.13)), the r.h.s. of (5.12) is well defined as an element of L2(ir;;). The 
following theorem implies, in particular, that H~. is well defined as a linear operator on 
:FCf ('.Do,nW), i.e., independently of the representation of Fas in (3.8). 

Theorem 5.1 The operator H~. is associated with the intrinsic Dirichlet form e~. in the 
sense that, for all Fi, F2 E :FC{:' ('.Do, n:t) 

f~,(F1,F2) = (H~,F1,F2)L2(ir,), (5.13) 

or 

H~. = -div~. vn on :FC{:'('.Do,n:t). 

We call H~. the intrinsic Dirichlet operator of the measure ir;;. 
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Lemma 5.1 For any cp E ::Oo and WE C/f'(X x M;g), we have 

<livM (cpW)(x, m) = (VMcp(x, m), W(x, m))0 + cp(x, m)<livMW(x, m). 

Proof. By (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9) 

<livM (cpW)(x, m) = divM [~ 0(exp(tcp(x,m)W(x, m)), m)lt=o] 

= divM [cp(x, m) ~ 0(exp(tW(x, m)), m)lt=o] 

M d I = (v' cp(x, m), dt 0(exp(tW(x, m)), m) t=o)Tm(M) 

+ cp(x, m) divM [~0(exp(tW(x, m)), m)lt=o] 

d I -M = dt cp(x,0(exp(tW(x, m)), m)) t=O + cp(x, m)div W(x, m) 

= (VMcp(x,m), W(x,m))0 +cp(x,m)<livMW(x,m). • 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. For shortness of notations we will prove the formula (5.13) in the 
case where Fi,F2 E .rCr(::oo,!1i1') are of the form 

However, it is a trivial step to generalize the proof to general Fi, F2. 
Let A E Oc(X) be chosen so that the supports of the functions cp and { are in Amk• 

Then, by (5.1), (5.2), and the construction of the marked Poisson measure 

e~- (Fi, F2) = f 9F, ( (cp,w) )9F2 ( ({,w) )((v'XxM cp, vXxM {)T(XxM),w) 1fu(dw) 
f? lnr 

00 
1 1 = -eci(A,.k) L 1 9F, (cp(xi, mi)+···+ cp(xn, mn)) 

n=l n. A;,k 

X9F2(e(x1,mi) + ... +e(xn,mn)) 

X [ t(vXxM cp(x;,m;), vxxM e(x;, m;))T(,,,m,)(XxM)] u(dxi, dmi) · · · o'(dx1, dmi) 

= e-ci(Amk) f 2.1 t(v'fxM gp1 (cp(xi, m1) + · · · + cp(Xn, mn)), 
n=l n! A~k i=l 

v'f xM 9F2 ({(x1, mi)+···+ {(xn, mn)))T<,,,m,>(XxM) o'(dxi, dmi) · · · o'(dx,., dm,.), 

where vfxM denotes the vxxM gradient in the (x;, m;) variables. Therefore, by using 
(5.10) and Lemma 5.1, we proceed in the calculation of e~.,(Fi, F2) as follows: 

= e-ci(Amk) f ¼i (" [tH~XxM);gp,(cp(xi,mi) + ... + cp(x,.,mn))] X 

n=l jAmk i=l 
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oo [ n = -eu(Amk) L ~ 1 Lg}, (cp(x1, mi)+···+ cp(Xn, mn)) X 
n=l n. A;:.k i=l 

x ("ilXxM cp(x;, m;), "ilXxM cp(x;, m;))rc,,,m;)(XxM) 

+ 9F, (cp(x1, m1) + · · · + cp(xn, mn))H{xMcp(x;, m;)] X 

XgF,(~(x1, m1) + · · · + ~(Xn, mn)) o'(dx1, dm1) · · · o'(dxn, dmn) 

= { H~_F1 (w)F2(w) ir;;(dw). • 
ln1;.t ·~ 

Remark 5.1 The operator Hf;_ can be naturally extended to cylinder functions of the 
form • 

F(w) := e(,p,w), cp E '.Do, w E fl/j, 

since such F belong to L2 ( ir;;). We then have 

Hn e<,p,w) _ (HXxM,~ - l"ilXxM,~12 w) e(,p,w) "• - u .,, .,, T(XxM)• · (5.14) 

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 we obtain 

Corollary 5.1 (efi.,.r'Ch°('.Oo,Oi!')) is closable on L2(ir;;). Its closure (efi.,D(efi.)) is 
associated with a positive definite self adjoint operator, the Friedrichs extension of Hf;_, 
which we also denote by Hfi. (and its domain by D(Hi)). • 

Clearly, "iln also extends to D(ei). We denote this extension by "iln. 

Corollary 5.2 Let 

F(w) := 9F((cpi,w), ... , ('l'N,w)), w E !!¥, 
'Pl,···, 'i'N E D(ef xM), 9F E Ch°(!R.N). 

(5.15) 

Then FE D(efi.) and 

N 

("il°F)(w;x) = L :F (('1'1,w), ... , (cpN,w))"ilxxMcp1(x,s.,). 
j=l J 

Proof. By approximation this is an immediate consequence of (3.12) and the fact that, for 
all I~ i ~ N, 

(5.16) 
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Remark 5.2 Let µv,u E M2(fl~) be given as in {3.18). Then, by Theorem 3.2, (ii)=>(i), 
all results above are valid with µv,'ii replacing 1r-;;. By {5.12) we have 

H;/0 =H~"•" on.rCf'('.iJ0,n~). 

We note that the r.h.s. of (5.12) only depends on a and the Riemannian structure of 
Xx M. The respective Friedrichs extension on L2(µv,u) is again denoted by H~•·•' how
ever it does necessarily not coincide with Hf •. 

5.3 The heat semigroup and ergodicity 

The results of this subsection are obtained absolutely analogously to the corresponding 
results of the paper [7], so we omit the proofs. 

For µx,'ii E M2(flf) let Ti?K,.(t) := exp(-tH~K,.), t > 0. Define 

E('.01, fl~) = I. h. { exp( (log(l + r,o), ·)) I \0 E '.01 }, 

where J.h. means the linear hull and 

'.01 := { \0 E D(H{xM) n L1(a) I H{xM\O E L1(a) 
and -5::; \0::;; 0 for some 5 E (0,1) }. 

Proposition 5.1 Let µx,u be as in (3.18). Assume that H{xM is conservative, i.e., 

f (H{xM r,o)(x, m) a(dx, dm) = 0 
fxxM 

for all \0 E D(H{xM) n L1(a) such that H{xM\O E L 1(a), and suppose 
that (H{xM, '.Do) is essentially se/fadjoint on L2(a). Then 

Tfw,,(t)exp((log(l +r,o),·)) = exp((log(l + e-tHf"M r,o),·)), 

E('.01, flf) C D(H~x.,), and 

H~x,• exp( (log(l + r,o), ·)) 

= ((1 +r,o)-1H{xM\O,·)exp((log(l +r,o),·)), 

(5.17) 

Remark 5.3 (i) The condition of essential selfadjointness of H{xM on '.Do is fulfilled if 
X is complete and l.0-;;IT(XxM) E Lf0c(X x M; m 0 .>.) for some p,:: dim(X) + 1. 

(ii) Since (exp(-tH{xM)bo is sub-Markovian (i.e., 0 $ exp(-tH{xM)\O::; 1 for all 
t > 0 and \0 E L2(a), 0::,; \0 $ 1), because (e{xM,D(e{xM)) is a Dirichlet form, by a 
simple approximation argument Proposition 5.1 implies that the equality (5.17) holds for 
t > 0 and all \0 E L1(a), -1 < \0 $ 0. 
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Theorem 5.2 Let the conditions of Proposition 5.1 hold. Then E('.D1, ngf) is an operotor 
core for the Friedrichs extension naH,O on L2(µx,-,;). (In other words: 
(HaH,.,E('.D1,nr)) is essentia//y selfadjoint on L2(µx,-,;).) 

Theorem 5.3 Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 5.1 hold. Then 
the Jo/lowing assertions are equivalent: 

(i) µx,',; = 11"z',f for some z > 0. 
(ii) (E;l,,,., D(EaH,ii)) is irreducible (i.e., for F E D(EaH,.), t:aH,O (F, F) = 0 implies that 

F = canst). 
(iii) (T£2H,,(t))t>o is irreducible (i.e., ifG E L2 (µx,-,;) such thatT£IH,.(t)(GF) = GT£IH,,(t)F 

for all FE L""'(µx,-,;), t > 0, then G = canst). 
(iv) If FE L2(µx,-,;) such that Tf},,,.(t)F = F for all T > 0, then F =canst. 

(v) T£IH,Jt) ~ 1 and ergodic (i.e., 

J (r;L_.(t)F- I Fdµx,q) 
2
dµx,q-+ 0 as t-+ 0 

for all FE L2(µx,-,;)). 
(vi) If FE D(HaH,.) with naH,ii = 0, then F =canst. 

Remark 5.4 Let us consider the diffusion process Pon X x M associated to the Dirichlet 
form ( t:f xM, D( E{ x M) ). This process can be interpreted as distorted Brownian motion 
on the manifold Xx M. More precisely, the diffusion of points x E X is associated to 
the Dirichlet form of the measure c,, so that it is distorted Brownian motion on X, and 
the diffusion of marks s.,, x E X, is associated to the VM-Dirichlet form of the measure 
p(x,dm) on M. 

The existence of a diffusion process P corresponding to the Dirichlet form 
(E{},,_.,D(EaH)) follows from (31], and its identification with the independent infinite 
particle process (on Xx M) may be proved by the same arguments as in [7]. By analogy 
with the case of the process P on X x M, one can call P distorted Brownian motion on 
nf. 

6 Intrinsic Dirichlet operator and second quantization 

In this section, we want to describe the Fack space reali2ation of the marked Poisson 
spaces and show that H;I, is the second quantization of the operator HfxM. 

6.1 Marked Poisson gradient and chaos decomposition 

Let us define another "gradient" on functions F: nr -+ JR, which has specific useful 
properties on the marked Poisson space. 

Definition 6.1 For any FE .:FCf('.Do,nf) we define the marked Poisson gradient v'MP 
as 

(v'MP F)(w, (x, m)) := F(w + e(:z:,m)) - F(w), w Erl.~, (x,m) EX x M. 
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Let us mention that the operation 

nf 3 w f-f w + "(o:,m) E nf 

is a 1Tif-a.e. well-defined map because of the property 

1ru({w = ('-y,s) E nf Ix E -y}) = O 

for an arbitrary x E X (which easily follows from the construction of 1Tif ). We consider 
vMP as a mapping 

vMP: .:FC;'('.Do,nW) 3 F f-f vMPF E L2 (o')®L2(1ru) 

that corresponds to using the Hilbert space L2 (o') as a tangent space at any point w E nf. 
Thus, for any <p E '.Do, we can introduce the directional derivative 

("'v~p F)(w) = (vMP F(w), 'P)L•(u) 

= { (F(w + "(o:,mJ) - F(w))cp(x, m) o'(dx, dm). 
fxxM 

The most important feature of the marked Poisson gradient is that it produces (via 
a corresponding "integration by parts formula") the orthogonal system of Char lier poly
nomials on (nf, B(flf), 1Tif ). Below, we describe this construction in detail using the 
isomorphism between L2(1ru) and the symmetric Fock space (see [21, 25, 30)) 

Let .:F(L2(o')) denote the symmetric Fock space over L2(o'): 

where 

00 

.:F(L2(o')) := E9.:Fn(L2(o'))n!, 
n=O 

.rn(L2(o')) := (L2(o'))®n = t2((X x Mt, a®n), 

.:Fo(L2(o')) := IR, 

nEN, 

® denoting the symmetric tensor product. Thus, for each F = (!(n))~0 E .:F(L2(o')) 

00 

IIFJl}(L2(u)) = L iJ<nllt2(if®nJn!. 
n=O 

By .:Ffin('.Do) we denote the dense subset of .:F(L2(o')) consisting of finite sequences 

(f(nl);(=O• n E Z+, such that each j(nJ belongs to .:Fn('.Do) := a.'.D~", then-th symmetric 
algebraic tensor power of '.Do: 

a.'.Df" := l.h.{cp1®···®cpn I 'Pi E '.Do}. 

In virtue of the polarization identity, the latter set is spanned just by the vectors of the 
form cp®" with <p E '.Do. 
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Now, we define a linear mapping 

N 

:Ffin('.Oo) 3 F = u(n)):=O >-+IF= (IF)(w) = L QnU(nl;w) E :FP(Do, nf) (6.1) 
n=O 

by using the following recursion relation: 

Qn+1(cp®(n+l);w) = Qn(cp®n;w}((w,cp) - (cp}o') 

- nQn(cp®(n-l)0(cp2}, w} - nQn-1(cp®(n-l)i w)(cp2)o', 

Qo(l, w} = 1, cp E Do. (6.2) 

Here, we have set (cp)" := J cp dJi. Notice that, since Do is an algebra under pointwise 
multiplication of functions, the latter definition is correct. 

It is not hard to see that the mapping (6.1) is one-to-one. Moreover, the following 
proposition holds: 

Proposition 6.1 The mapping ( 6.1) can be extended by continuity to a unitary isomor
phism between the spaces :F(L2 (o')) and L2 (7ro')-

For each cp E Do, let us define the creation and annihilation operators in :F(L2(o')) by 

1/J E Do. 

We will denote by the same letters the images of these operators under the unitary I. 

Proposition 6.2 We have, for each cp E Do, 

In particular, 

w E n?j. 

Finally, for each cp E Do we introduce the Poisson exponential 

where 

Exp cp = (~ cp®n) oo . 
n. n=O 

Then, one can show that, for cp > -1, 

e(cp;w) = exp [(log(l +cp),w)-(cp)o'], wen?f. (6.3) 
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6.2 Second quantization on the marked Poisson space 

Let B be a contraction on L2(a), i.e., BE .C(L2(a), L2(a)), IIBII ::; 1. Then, we can define 
the operator ExpB as the contraction on :F(L2(a)) given by 

ExpB r Fn(L2(a)) := B@· · · ® B (n times), n EN, 

ExpB r :Fo(L2 (a)) := 1. 

For any selfadjoint positive operator A in L2(a), we have a contraction semigroup 
e-tA, t ~ 0, and it is possible to introduce a positive selfadjoint operator d Exp A as the 
generator of the semigroup Exp(e-tA ), t ~ O: 

Exp(e-tA) = exp(-tdExpA). (6.4) 

The operator dExpA is called the second quantization of A. We denote by H;,;;P the 
image of the operator dExpA in the marked Poisson space L2{1r;;). 

Theorem 6.1 Let '.Do C Dom A. Then, the symmetric bilinear form corresponding to the 
operator H;:!P has the following representation: 

(6.5) 

Remark 6.1 The bilinear form (6.5) uses the marked Poisson gradient ,;:,-MP and a coef
ficient operator A > 0. We will call 

e~PA(F1,F2) = ( (vMPF,AvMPa)L•(u)1Tu(dw) 
v, ln';.! 

the marked Poisson pre-Dirichlet form with coefficient A. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 5.1 in [7]. Using again 
the fact that '.Oo is an algebra under pointwise multiplication, one easily concludes that, 
for any F E :FP('.Oo, n1]/) and any w E n1]/, the gradient ,;:,-MP F(w, (x, m)) is a function 
in '.Oo and hence 

(vMPF,AvMPG)L'{u) E .:FP('.Oo,n1J/), 

so that the form (6.5) is well-defined. Then, one verifies the formula {6.5) by using Propo
sitions 5.1, 5.2 and the explicit formula for dExpA on .:Fn{'.Oo): 

dExpAcp®n = n(Acp)©cp®(n-l), cp E '.Oo. • 
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6.3 The intrinsic Dirichlet operator as a second quantization 

The following two theorems are again analogous to the corresponding results (Theorems 5.2 
and 5.3) in (7], so we omit their proofs. 

Let us consider the special case of the second quantization operator d Exp A where the 
operator A coincides with the Dirichlet operator HffxM_ 

Theorem 6.2 We have the equality 

H MP - H!l 
H:xM - 1r;; 

on the dense domain :FCf ('.Do, nif). In particular, for all Fi, F2 E :FCf ('.Do, rtif) 

or 

f ('vn F1 (w), 'vn F2(w))r, (!l") 1r;;(dw) ku • x 
X 

= f ('vMP F1(w), HixM'vMP F2(w))L•(ii) 1r;;(dw), 
ln'J! 

-vn•-v!l = 'vMP• HixM-vMP 

as an equality on :FCf ('.Do, !1i!)-

Theorem 6.3 Suppose that the operator Hff xM is essentially selfadjoint on the domain 
'.Do C Dom(HfxM). Then, the intrinsic Dirichlet operator Hf(_ is essentially selfadjoint 
on the domai; :FCi;°('.Do,rti!)- a 

Remark 6.2 Notice that in Theorem 6.3 we do not suppose the operator HixM to be 
conservative. So, this theorem is a generalization of Theorem 5.2 in the special case where 
µx,U = 1rq. 

Corollary 6.1 Suppose that the condition of Theorem 6.3 is satisfied and let T;:(t) = 
exp(-tHf;.), t > 0. Then, for each <p E '.Do, <p > -1, we have a 

T,;!, (t) exp( (log(l + ,p), -} ) = exp [ (log(l + e-tHff "" ,p}, ·) - ((e-tHff "" - 1},p}if]. (6.6) 

Proof. The formula (6.6) follows from Proposition 6.1, (6.3), (6.4) and Theorems 6.2 
and 6.3. • 
Remark 6.3 If HixM is conservative, then 

(e-tH, - l),p aa = 0 I XxM 
for all t e:: O, 

and so in this case (6.6) coincides with (5.17) for <p E '.Do, <p > -1. 
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